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The United States Department of Energy (DOE) is undertaking studies to
determine the suitability of Yucca Mountain (YM) as a potential site for
disposal of high level nuclear waste. Yucca Mountain is located
approximately 120 miles northwest of Las Vegas in an arid environment
(Fig 1). Many processes that could contribute to mobilization of
radionuclides are either absent or minimized in a dry site. Therefore,
Yucca Mountain should have the potential of being a very favorable site
for disposal of waste. However, the determination of suitability has no
precedence, and the characterization of an arid site is complex, requiring
intensive studies to determine suitability. The studies undertaken by the
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP) are very costly.
Unfortunately many people have concluded that the costs are so excessive
that the project should not proceed, but rather should be curtailed. The
author feels this is unfortunate for two reasons. First, the solution of what
to do with nuclear waste is a clear and urgent national need if we are to
have a balanced US energy strategy. Second, the excessive cost and
lengthy schedule are in part artifacts of the strategy that has been
developed for satisfying regulations and providing for isolation of the
waste, lt is this latter point that will be addressed in this paper.

By a process called performance allocation, the Yucca Mountain Project
determined strategies to satisfy regulations or meet performance while
minimizing costs and schedules. At the time these strategies were being
determined, those involved recognized that it was neither complete nor
could it be a one time process; rather, allocations should be reviewed as
additional information became available. The allocation has not been
reviewed nor revised since the initial allocation in the Site Characterization

Plan (SCP) 1. The purpose of this paper is to outline alternative allocations
that the author feels should be considered based on the additional
information that is available at this time. lt should be noted that

, performance allocation does not identify a unique approach, but rather
identifies one of many alternative approaches that will accomplish the
goals, lt should further be noted that the views expressed in this paper0

are strictl_ those of the author and do not represent the YMP position.
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GROUND-WATER TRAVEL TIME:

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Rules and Regulations for licensing
"Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories;
Technical Criteria" (10 CFR Part 60) established criteria for the geologic .
setting such that "...pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time along "
the fastest path of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the
accessible environment shall be at least 1,000 years or such other travel
time as may be approved or specified by the Commission. ''2. The DOE
General Guidelines for the Recommendation of Sites (10 CFR 960) states in
Subpart C-Postclosure Guidelines that, "A site shall be disqualified if the
pre-waste-emplacement ground-water travel time from the disturbed
zone to the accessible environment is expected to be less than 1,000 years
along any pathway of likely and significant radionuclide travel." (10 CFR
960.4-2-1(d)) 3. As a result of these regulations and guidelines, YMP is
implementing major studies to address Groundwater Travel Time (GWTT).
The magnitude of this effort largely results from the YMP strategy that
relies only on the unsaturated zone to determine GWTT.

The current YMP strategy for addressing GWTT defines the travel time for
water flowing vertically from the disturbed zone through the unsaturated
zone to the water table. The time required for water to flow horizontally
through the saturated zone to the boundary of the accessible environment
5 km from the repository is not considered. This strategy can't adequately
determine GWTT because flow can occur in fractures, and groundwater
flow in fractures is orders of magnitude faster than in the rock matrix of
YM. For example, Figure 2 shows travel times for 100 I.tm fractures. The
model calculations that are indicated on this figure show travel times of
days as contrasted with 1000s of years estimated for matrix flow. 4 Thus,
fractures are the fastest potential pathways for radionuclide transport, but
in the unsaturated zone, fracture flow is neither continuous spatially nor
temporally, and it is only under ideal and fortuitous circumstances that
direct observations or measurements can be made. Therefore, addressing
GWTT will require identifying either the specific fracture that is most
conductive or statistically bounding the range of fracture conductivities
along which radionuclides may travel. Chesnutdescribed approaches for
statistically bounding the GWTT estimates and the difficulty in properly
defining GWTT.5 Extensive field studies may adequately describe the ,
fracture system; however, the only direct hydrologic measurement
technique in the unsaturated zone is gas flow permeability measurements.
Gas flow does not necessarily have the same interconnectivity responses as
water.



lt is virtually impossible to obtain sufficient information from exploratory
boreholes to statistically bound the range of conductivities. Underground
drifts for exploratory studies will also expose only a small portion of the

, repository area. The planned Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) is less than
14% of the total repository area. Thus, after ali site characterization is
completed, the understanding of the entire fracture system will not bee

sufficiently complete to conclude that no very significant fracture systems
might exist in areas of the repository block that were not investigated.
Even if ali of the repository drifts were characterized, the extreme case
could be made that the existence of a larger or more significant fracture
somewhere within the repository area could not be ruled out. Therefore
the GWTT could not be determined unless ali fractures were identified and

individually tested, which is an impossible task. Further, even for
saturated conditions it has been amply demonstrated that a very small
percentage of fractures account for the majority of flow in a fractured rock
mass, and that fracture characterization is not sufficient to identify which
f_'actures these will be. Gas permeability tests or similar tests, as stated
above, will not resolve the GWTT question.

An alternative strategy that might resolve the dilemma of determining
GWTT is to consider flow through the saturated zone. Preliminary analyses
indicate that the water in the saturated zone is moving very slowly, if at
all, so that GWTT requirements can likely be satisfied entirely by the
saturated zone. Because the saturated zone can be tested by pressure
transient or pump tests that integrate the fracture network response over
great volumes, the GWTT can be addressed by much more limited testing
than required in the unsaturated zone. There are no questions about how
the fractures interconnect or whether matrix or fracture flow dominates.

Measurements of flow conditions can be performed from surface-based
boreholes using standard drilling techniques since drilling water will not
impact the saturated zone.

By adopting the alternative strategy, a significant cost savings can be
realized with a much shorter time required for testing. Testing to address
GWTT could be completed utilizing only surface-based testing focused on
the saturated zone rather than waiting for ESF testing. Furthermore, much

• of the current, very costly surface-based testing that is used to
characterize GWTT in the unsaturated zone would not be needed (see
appendix for listing of tests in current program and relevance tot

alternative strategies). Most importantly, testing in the saturated zone has



the potential of answering the GWTT question rather than leaving it open
as the current approach does.

PRIMARY BARRIER--PERFORMANCE
P

YMP allocated performance to the Calico Hills geologic unit, which is below

the repository horizon, as the primary barrier to radionuclide transport. °
This results in the need to perform studies of this barrier to provide a high
level of confidence in its ability to perform or retard radionuclides.
Alternative performance allocations that account for the favorable
performance of repository horizon Topopah Spring welded tuff can
minimize the studies required for the Calico Hills. Since much testing will
be performed in the repository horizon, additional excavation and testing
for the Calico Hills can be minimized.

Further, YMP decided not to take credit for performance of the disturbed
zone portion of the natural system. One implication of this decision is that
extensive studies will be required of the far-field. In contrast,
characterization and monitoring of the performance of the disturbed zone
would be facilitated by the openings for the repository itself as well as the
underground testing areas (Exploratory Studies Facilities or ESF). Because
these openings will be available regardless of which zone is considered as
primary barrier, studies in the disturbed zone would not require a large
additional volume of excavation. There will literally be miles of repository
drifts making available a considerably larger volume of rock for
characterization and monitoring than any exploratory drifting or drilling in
the far-field.

Performance confirmation testing or long-term monitoring of performance
can only be performed where the waste is emplaced. Monitoring of actual
versus predicted performance of the primary barrier cannot be achieved
unless the primary barrier is the disturbed zone. Under current strategy,
performance reliance will be based on a geologic unit that is not available
for long-term, spatially extensive monitoring. Therefore, under the
current strategy the performance predicted by models can never be
sufficiently confirmed. If performance is allocated to the thermally
disturbed zone as the primary barrier, a direct measurement of
performance can be compared with predicted performance.

Q

Based on the consideration of which zones can properly be tested, it is
clear that allocation of performance to the disturbed zone would be more

'a

appropriate. If this alternative performance allocation is made, it would
alleviate the necessity of excavating extensive (or even any) drifts in the



Calico Hills. This would save not only money but would allow for a
shortening of schedules both for construction and for mapping and geologic

studies.

EXTENDED DRY-OUT--AN ENHANCEMENT, NOT DETRIMENT, TO NATURAL
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

J

Utilizing heat ft'ore the waste to keep water from contacting the WPs is the
strategy discussed in the SCP. However, this strategy is limited to
maintaining temperatures of waste and emplacement boreholes above the
boiling point so that water cannot come in contact with the waste. More
recent concepts have considered the enhancement of the already positive
aspects of hydrologic behavior within the unsaturated zone. 6 Water
removed from the rock mass surrounding the repository results in dry-out
extending for many thousands of years and possibly even 100,000 years
under specific designs and operating scenarios. In addition, temperatures
within this dry-out zone may be elevated above the boiling point for
thousands of years. Figure 3 shows the extent of dry-out for waste
emplaced 30 years out of core with different emplacement densities, and
Figure 4 shows the duration of elevated temperatures and dry-out for
waste placed with ll4kw/A at a time when it is 60 yrs old. Implications
are that the dry-out approach would eliminate not only container corrosion
failures but also transport by water for thousands of years. Performance
could be allocated to the near-field rock mass with a high degree of
confidence that it would adequately meet ali regulatory requirements. The
field testing and site characterization necessary to demonstrate the
validity of this approach could be focused on units readily available for
testing, and the amount of testing would be considerably less than outlined
in the SCP.

THERMAL DOMINANCE OF HYDROLOGIC FLUX

lt is critically important to characterize YM hydrology. Flow in the
unsaturated zone is dependent on the amount of water available, on the
saturation conditions , and on the balance between fracture and matrix
flow. Many tests are performed not only to measure infiltration and assess
hydrologic flux under current conditions, but also under varying conditions

: that might result from changes in climate. Direct measurement of flux is
not possible, and therefore an assessment must be made based on
saturation conditions within the mountain. Saturation data can only be
relied on if flow is confined to the matrix, and if the flow is in capillary
equilibrium. Fracture dominated flow, which is not in capillary

I



equilibrium with the matrix, can occur in the YM system. This makes
assessment of flux very difficult if not impossible. An additional difficulty
stems from the very stro,gly nonlinear dependence of fracture flow on the
highly heterogeneous distribution of fracture and matrix properties. The
permeability of the rock mass varies widely, by at least orders of 0
magnitude (exceeding ten orders of magnitude between intact and
fractured rock masses). Thus, extensive characterization of permeability

i

variations within YM would be required to yield a statistical distribution of
permeability. Even if the geometric details of fracture networks could be
determined, incorporating their complexity in numerical models would be
extraordinarily challenging.

The need for extensive tests and analyses to assess flux is minimized for
the extended dry-out approach. When temperatures exceed boiling the
hydrologic response is so dominated by thermal conditions that wide
variations in flux have minimal impact on the system. Under boiling
conditions hydrologic performance is governed by the thermal loading
conditions and thermal properties of the system. Thermal properties are
more readily determined and are more uniform than are hydrogeologic
system parameters. Much of the surface-based testing to measure flux
would be unnecessary if an extended dry-out approach were followed.
Surface-based testing could be limited to general characterization, because
the data would not be critical for performance assessment.

PERCHED WATER

Studies of the potential for perched water are required for the current
strategy because of the potential for this water to reach the waste and
either corrode package materials and/or transport radionuclides away
from the waste packages. If above boiling conditions exist, perched water
has little impact on performance since ali water boils as it enters the dry-
out zone, and thus, cannot contact the waste. The amount of perched
water will likely be much less than the displaced water from the dry-out
zone. Analyses of moisture movement under thermal conditions will also
address the impact of ponding so that additional testing can be minimized.

WATER CHEMISTRY

The chemistry of any water that can either contact the waste and waste
container or that can transport the waste is a critical factor that influences
performance. Under the current strategy, extensive studies are required e

to determine the chemical composition of pore-water since it is judged to
be the most representative of the water composition that might come in



contact with waste. However, once the waste is emplaced the chemistry
will be influenced either by radiation effects or by displacement by heat so
that chemistry must be predicted using initial chemistry as a starting
point. If the strategy of extended dry is adopted, the importance of initial
(pore-water) chemistry is minimized. This is because the water is either
boiled or evaporated from the dry-out zone and transported as water

, vapor to the zone of condensation. The initial chemistry is essentially that
.of the water vapor with the minerals and salts left in the dry-out zone.
This water vapor will then condense and if it remains in the system, rather
than draining away through condensate shedding, it will come to
equilibrium with the rock in the condensate zone. If the water drains
away its chemistry is of no importance. Thus, chemical characteristics of
water that might contact the waste can be predicted using geochemical
models with initial conditions based on very limited sampling of water
from pores and possibly fractures. Because the water is vaporized, it may
even be possible to use chemical characteristics from repository horizon
units in areas where they are saturated, which would greatly facilitate
sampling.

STUDIES NEEDED FOR REFERENCE AND ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES

The SCP discusses the studies needed to resolve issues as defined in the

issues hierarchy. The issue hierarchy identifies the questions that DOE felt
"...must be resolved ... to demonstrate compliance with the applicable
Federal regulations." Table 8.3.1.2-2 of the SCP discusses the hydrologic
understanding and hypotheses relative to the issues, as well as the
confidence needed in the resolution of uncertainty. 1 This table, which is
too long to reproduce here, identifies the performance measure and the
studies or activities needed to reduce uncertainties. The complexity of the
current strategy is illustrated by this table which is divided into
unsaturated zone hydrologic system and saturated zone system. The table
lists 48 model element representations for the unsaturated zone and 35 for
the saturated zone. The performance measure associated with 37 of the 48
model representations for the unsaturated zone deal with GWTT, 38 deal
with water inflow to the underground facility, 5 deal with radionuclide
transport and one deals with container corrosion. In contrast, of the 35
performance measures associated with model representations for the
saturated zone, 35 deal with radionuclide transport in the saturated zone,

, 26 deal with radionuclide transport in the unsaturated zone, 16 deal with
GWTT in the saturated zone, and 13 deal with GWTT in the unsaturated
zone.



Two observations can be made. First, most of the studies of unsaturated

zone hydrology required to reduce uncertainty deal either with GWTT or
inflow into underground. If the GWTT is defined within the saturated zone
and if the extended dry-out approach was accepted, most of the studies
could either be reduced in scope or eliminated. Since GWTT is a regulatory
issue not directly related to performance, defining the travel time strictly
in the saturated zone will not impact performance. The second observation 6

is that the current approach places much more emphasis on saturated zone
for control of radionuclide transport. Only 10% of the unsaturated zone
PMs are related to radionuclide transport, while 100% of those for the
saturated zone have some relationship to radionuclide transport. However,
the altered zone is a very effective barrier to radionuclide transport and
furthermore it is the zone that can be most directly studied. From these
two observations, it appears that the alternative strategy will have no
adverse impacts on performance and can greatly reduce the amount of
effort spent in trying to evaluate YM.

YM activities that address site characterization are grouped into studies
that are described and controlled by planning documents called Study
Plans. Currently there are 104 Study Plans identified by the YMP.
Approximately 20 of the studies might be impacted by the proposed
alternative strategy. The appendix contains a Study Plan list with
indication of the possible impacts.

CONCLUSIONS

The original performance allocation used to help plan and minimize the
site characterization results in excessive studies that will not resolve many
key performance issues. The current approach does not take credit for
performance of the disturbed zone nor consider the positive aspects of the
hydrologic system responses to thermal loading associated with waste
emplacen,,mt. This forces characterization of the site under ambient
conditions, which are quite variable, and requires assessing an exhaustive
number of hydrologic and geochemical processes. Revising the
performance allocation to include the disturbed zone performance, to take
credit for positive system responses to thermal loading, as well as
reallocating GWTT to the saturated zone, will result in a more focused
program.

Adopting the alternative strategy for GWTT would result in a significant II

cost savings and a much shorter time required for testing. The GWTT
could be addressed by performing surface-based tests focused on the

1



saturated zone. Much of the current surface-based testing that is use_i to
characterize GWTT in the unsaturated zone could be eliminated. Most

importantly, for the alternative strategy, GWTT can be assessed by the
testing, but will remain unresolved for the current approach.

I

The revision will also have the positive result that evaluation of

, performance could be made based on studies that could be completed
within a reasonable time frame. Furthermore, performance confirmation
would be facilitated since the repository performance can be monitored
during the 50 to 100 year period from emplacement to closure. There are
no similar or direct opportunities to monitor the far-field performance, and
thus a strategy that relies on far-field performance is one for which
performance cannot be confirmed.

Based on the considerations of which zones can properly be tested, it is
I clear that allocation of performance to the disturbed zone would be more

appropriate. If this alternative performance allocation is made, it would
alleviate the necessity of excavating extensive (or even any) drifts in the

i• Calico Hills. This would save not only money but would allow for a
! shortening of schedules both for construction and for mapping and geologic

studies.
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Appendix

List of Study Plans

SCP # Study Plan Title Poss.ible Impact

8.3.1.2.1.1 Meterology for Regional Hydrology
8.3.1.2.1.2 Runoff and Streamflow

8.3.1.2.1.3 Regional SZ Flow System reduced scope
8.3.1.2.1.4 Regional Modeling minor
8.3.1.2.2.1 UZ Infiltration reduced scope
8.3.1.2.2.2 Water Movement Test modified scope
8.3.1.2.2.3 Surface-Based UZ Percolation

8.3.1.2.2.4 ESFG UZ Percolation reduced scope
8.3.1.2.2.5 Diffusion Tests
8.3.1.2.2.6 UZ Gaseous Movement

8.3.1.2.2.7 UZ Hydrochemistry reduced scopei

8.3.1.2.2.8 UZ Fracture Flow reduced scope
8.3.1.2.2.9 UZ Modeling and Synthesis
8.3.1.2.3.1 Site Saturated Zone Flow System
8.3.1.2.3.2 SZ Hydrochemistry incr_:ased scope
8.3.1.2.3.3 SZ Synthesis and Modeling increased scope
8.3.1.3.1.1 Ground-Water Chemistry Model
8.3.1.3.2.1 Mineralogy and Petrology
8.3.1.3.2.2 Mineral Alteration

8.3.1.3.3.1 Natural Analogs (Hydrothermal)
8.3.1.3.3.2 Mineral Evolution Kinetics
8.3.1.3.3.3 Mineral Evolution Model

ii 8.3.1.3.4.1 Batch Sorption

i_ 8.3.1.3.4.2 Biological Sorption

i 8.3.1.3.5.1 Dissolved Species8.3.1.3.6.1 Dynamic Transport modified scope

_ 8.3.1.3.6.2 Diffusion modified scope
8.3.1.3.7.1 Retardation Sensitivity Analysis modified scope

i 8.3.1.3.7.2 Demonstrate Applicability modified scope
] 8.3.1.3.8.1 Gaseous Radionuclide Transport modified scope
t

1 8.3.1.4.2.1 Stratigraphic Units
v 8.3.1.4.2.2 Structural Features

i - 8.3.1.4.2.3 3-D Geologic Model
J

8.3.1.4.3.1 Site Specific Subsurface Info ?modified?
8.3.1.4.3.2 3-D Rock Characteristics ? modification?

8.3.1.5.1.1 Modern Regional Climate
8.3.1.5.1.2 Lake, Playa, and Marsh



8.3.1.5.1.3 Terrestrial Paleoecology
8.3.1.5.1.4 Paleoenvironmental History

8.3.1.5.1.5 Paleoenvironmental Synthesis
8.3.1.5.1.6 Future Regional Climate
8.3.1.5.2.1 Quaternary Regional Hydrology

8.3.1.5.2.2 Future Regional Hydrology modified scope
8.3.1.6.1.1 Present and Past Erosion
8.3.1.6.2.1 Climate Effects on Erosion i
8.3.1.6.3.1 Tectonics Effects on Erosion
8.3.1.6.4.1 Erosion Effects

8.3.1.8.1.1 Magmatic Penetration Probability
8.3.1.8.1.2 Effects of Volcanic Penetration

8.3.1.8.2.1 Tectonic Effects..-_'_ste Package
8.3.1.8.3.1 Tectonic Effects--_= :'lation modified scope
8.3.1.8.3.2 Tectonic Effects--Water Table

8.3.1.8.3.3 Tectonic Effects--Permeability & Porosity modified scope
8.3.1.8.4.1 Tectonic Effects--Geochemical Properties
8.3.1.8.5.1 Volcanic Features
8.3.1.8.5.2 Igneous Intrusive Features
8.3.1.8.5.3 Miocene and Younger Folds
8.3.1.9.1.1 Surface Markers
8.3.1.9.2.1 Natural Resources
8.3.1.9.2.2 Water Resources
8.3.1.9.3.1 Human Intrusion Likelihood

8.3.1.9.3.2 Exploitation Effects on Hydrology
8.3.1.12.2.1 Ali Meterological Data Collection
8.3.1.14.2 Soil and Rock Properties
8.3.1.15.1.1 Lab Thermal Properties
8.3.1.15.1.2 Lab Thermal Expansion
8.3.1.15.1.3 Rock Mechanical Properties
8.3.1.15.1.4 Fracture Mechanical Properties
8.3.1.15.1.5 Excavation Investigations
8.3.1.15.1.6 In Situ Thermomechanical
8.3.1.15.1.7 In Situ Mechanical
8.3.1.15.1.8 In Situ Verification
8.3.1.15.2.1 Ambient Stress
8.3.1.15.2.2 Ambient Thermal Conditions
8.3.1.16.1.1 Flood Potential

8.3.1.16.2.1 Adequate Water Supply
8.3.1.16.3.1 Preclosure UZ Hydrology
8.3.1.17.1.1 Ash Fall Potential

,i

8.3.1.17.2.1 Faulting Potential
8.3.1.17.3.1 Relevant Earthquake Sources



8.3.1.17.3.2 UNE Sources
8.3.1.17.3.3.1 Ground Motion (USGS)
8.3.1.17.3.3.2 Ground Motion
8.3.1.17.3.4 Geology Effects on Motion

: 8.3.1.17.3.5 Controlling Seismic Event
8.3.1.17.3.6 Probabilistic Seismic Analysis
8.3.1.17.4.1 Seismicity#

8.3.1.17.4.2 Faulting Near Facilities
8.3.1.17.4.3 Faulting within 100 km
8.3.1.17.4.4 NE Trending Faulting
8.3.1.17.4.5 Detachment Faults
8.3.1.17.4.6 Site Area Faulting
8.3.1.17.4.7 Subsurface Fault Geometry
8.3.1.17.4.8 Stress Field
8.3.1.17.4.9 Tectonic Geomorphology
8.3.1.17.4.10 Geodetic Leveling
8.3.1.17.4.11 Lateral Crustal Movement
8.3.1.17.4.12 Tectonic Models

,8.3.3.2.2.1 Seal Material Development
3.3.4.2.4.1 Post-emplacement Environment Changes
8.3.4.2.4.2 WP Environment Hydrology
8.3.4.2.4.3 WP Environment Mechanical Attributes
8.3.4.2.4.4 EBS Field Tests
8.3.4.2.4.5 Man-made Materials






